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36.6  “T” grouting pump 
 (pump for wire grouting) 

 

The “T” grouting pump is designed to guarantee the maximum versatility with regard to site requirements 
and for use under severe conditions. It is supplied on wheels with robust tyres, it can be towed on-site and 
is equipped with all the safety devices necessary for use. The machine has two tanks: one for mixing the 
colloidal mix and one as a tank for the mix. The turbo mixer has a turbine capable of mixing material at 
1500 rpm.  
All the injection pumps are fitted as standard with a gauge, gauge protector and button strip with a 10 m 
long cable. Quick joints, litre-counters, plastic accessories for grouting tubes of various lengths, syringes 
and the Saunders flow closing valve are considered optional accessories. 

 
Characteristics U.M. Model T500 Model T400 

Weight                                                       (Kg) 900 500 
Dimensions                                           (mm) 1950x2800x1950 mm 1900x1500x1900 mm 
Mixer capacity                            (litre) 190 litres 150 litres 
Mixing time                          (sec) 40” 40” 
Agitator capacity                               (litres) 200 litres 100 litres 
Max. grouting pressure                  (bar) 10-20 bar 10-15 bar 
Max. grouting capacity          (litres/minute) 25-40 litres/minute 15-25 litres/minute 
Agitator power                                 (KW) 10 KW 10 KW 
Pump power                                    (KW) 7.5 KW 7.5 KW 

Subject to change                                                                                                                                    Further data available on request 
 
 

 
Saunders valve 

 
 
Saunders valves are membrane closing valves 
recommended for intercepting mud and cement 
mixes. They are self-cleaning. The 1”  Saunders 
valves are the only element that guarantees a 
safe fluid interception. Closing takes place via a 
rubber gasket that guarantees a self-cleaning 
effect of the seat. 
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DD5001 gauge protector with gauge 

 
The DD7169-B rubber gasket allows to divide the two 
mix-oil parts of the gauge protector. 

 
DD7169-B rubber gasket 

 

DD5001 gauge protector  
 
The device allows a proper protection of the 
gauge against the grouting mix. It is made of 
two parts separated by a membrane that ensures 
pressure transmission to gauge itself. 
The gauge protector can be supplied with a 
bronze quick joint that facilitates its insertion 
into pressurised hoses. 
It is essential to wash the device correctly for it 
to operate properly. 
 

 
DD5001 gauge protector 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Female 1” bronze quick joint 

 
Male 1” bronze quick joint 

 
 
 

All the hoses and sockets are provided with 
bronze quick joints that guarantee a quick 
connection and a good sealing. 

 
Grouting pliers  

 
The syringe allows the coupling on valves: 
 
- gate valve type DD-1003-A 
- re-usable valve type DD-3050-A. 

 
Codes for pump components 
 
Grouting pliers code 31117 
M 1” A connection for T500 code 30477 
F 1” A connection for T500 code 30476 
DD5001 gauge protector code 31115 
DD7169-B gasket code 31116 
Glycerine gauge code 30142 
1” Saunders valve  code 31200 


